Invasive Species Pilot Project: Site Visit Report
Waterbody: Wollaston Lake
Visit Date: August 18th, 2017
Preamble
The following study was conducted as part of the Federation of Ontario
Cottagers’ Associations (FOCA) 2017 Aquatic Invasive Species Program. Invasive
species are one of the top threats to the integrity of aquatic ecosystems, to the quality of
the recreational experience on the water and to the economic success of rural
communities. FOCA is very concerned about the potential impacts of introduced species
and the effect they will have on our quality of life in Ontario.
Through the involvement of local residents and their associations we will be
better able to address the important challenge of preventing the introduction of invasive
species, controlling their spread and mitigating their impact. FOCA thanks the local
association for their dedication and commitment to the ongoing stewardship of our
valuable freshwater resources.
Visit Overview
The Wollaston Lake Home and Cottage Association (WLHCA) had a number of
concerns regarding aquatic plant growth in their lake, in particular, the presence of
invasive aquatic plants. Interviews with the WLHCA indicated that at least one invasive
plant, Eurasian watermilfoil, had been detected in Wollaston Lake around 2016, but that
the identity of other plants in the system were unknown.
Sites
The field visit to Wollaston Lake on August 18th totaled 51 sites, accessed by
water, with the Lake Stewards and Director of Communications from the WLHCA
(Figures 1-2). Site descriptions and field notes can be found in Table 1. The coordinates
for all of the sites visited on August 18th are listed in Table 2. As indicated by the site
locations in Figures 1-2, we were able to achieve excellent coverage of shoreline areas
throughout most of the waterbody.
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Figure 1: Map of field sites visited in the main body of Wollaston Lake (Green markers= No milfoil; Yellow markers= Low
abundance milfoil; Red markers= High abundance milfoil). Refer to Table 1 for details on each individual site
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Figure 2: Map of field sites visited on lower Wollaston Lakes #2 and #3 (Green
markers= No milfoil; Yellow markers= Low/medium abundance milfoil; Red
markers= High abundance milfoil). Refer to Table 1 for details on each
individual site
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Table 1: Site descriptions and field notes for Wollaston Lake sites visited August 18th, 2017 (invasive plant
species have been underlined)

Site
1

Site Description
-Small bay E of boat launch
-Depth: 1-2.5m

2

-W of large point
-Depth: 1-2.5m

3

-Public beach area
-Depth: 1-2.5m
-Suspected phragmites on
shoreline
-Open water (mid-bay)
-Depth: ~1.5m
-Floating dock (mid-bay)

4
5
6
7-8
9

-Shoreline plant bed
-Depth: ~2.0m
-Patch size: ~480m2
-Shoreline plant bed

10

-Shoreline plant bed

11

-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Shoreline plant bed
-Depth: 2.0m

12

-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Depth: ~2.0m

13

-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Depth: ~1-2.5m
-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake

14

Field Notes
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
Canada waterweed, flat-stemmed pondweed,
yellow waterlily, white waterlily, pickerel
weed, nitella, common rush
-Milfoil dominant along shoreline
-Weevil damage on milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, white-stemmed
pondweed, Canada waterweed, nitella
-Milfoil dominant patch
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed, chara, nitella
-Plant Species Present: common rush
-Confirmed not phragmites
-Plant Species Present: quillwort
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
flat-stemmed pondweed, largeleaf pondweed,
white-water crowfoot, slender pondweed,
Richardson’s pondweed, coontail, Canada
waterweed, slender water-nymph,
-Mixed milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
slender water-nymph, nitella
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
water-shield, white-stemmed pondweed,
yellow waterlily, common rush, pickerel
weed
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white waterlily, yellow waterlily, flatstemmed pondweed
-Mixed milfoil dominant
-Weevil damage on milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white waterlily, pickerel weed, common rush
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
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15-16

17
18

#2
-Dock
-Depth: ~1-2.5m
-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Bay
-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3
-Species of interest spotted
-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3
-Depth: ~1.5m

19-20

-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3

21

-W shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3
-N of Deer River outflow

22

-E shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3

23

-E shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3
-Depth: ~2.0m
-Shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#3; E of entrance to Lake #2

24
25

-E shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Suspected milfoil patch

26

28

-E shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Depth: ~1.5m
-E shoreline in Wollaston Lake
#2
-Shoreline plant bed
-Entrance to main lake

29

-Shoreline plant bed

27

-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, Richardson’s pondweed,
flat-stemmed pondweed, yellow waterlily,
Canada waterweed
-Bay is dominated by milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Water smartweed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, flat-stemmed pondweed,
pickerel; weed, white waterlily, yellow
waterlily
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
Richardson’s pondweed, slender pondweed,
flat-stemmed pondweed, white waterlily,
pickerel weed, common rush
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
flat-stemmed pondweed, slender pondweed,
white-stemmed pondweed, water star-grass,
pickerel weed, common rush
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
flat-stemmed pondweed, slender pondweed,
nitella, common rush
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
Richardson’s pondweed, water star-grass
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
pickerel weed, white waterlily, yellow
waterlily
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
water-shield, white waterlily, yellow
waterlily, white-stemmed pondweed
-Medium density milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
pickerel weed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed
-Plant Species Present: Water marigold,
nitella, chara, eleocharis
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
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30-32
33-34
35
36

-Depth: ~1.5-2.5m
-Shoreline plant bed
-Depth: ~1.5-2.5m
-Patch size: ~900m2
-Back bay
-Depth: ~2.0m
-Patch size: ~1000m2
-Species of interest on shoreline
-Shoreline plant bed

37

-Shoreline plant bed; point S
shoreline

38

-Suspected invasive species on
shoreline

39

-Point; N of “Mud Bay”

40

-Shoreline plant bed; back bay
-Depth: ~2.0m
-Shoreline plant bed
-Depth: ~1.5-2.0m

41
42

-Shoreline plant bed
-Depth: ~2.0m

43-44

-Shoreline plant bed

45-46

-Open sand flat
-Depth: ~1-2.0m
-Trailer park/beach area
-Steep/rocky shoreline
-Depth: ~1-3.0m

47

48

-Shoal; W of Deer River inflow
-Depth: 0.5-2.5m

49

-Shoal; E of island #1

50

-Main lake; E of island #2
-Depth: ~2-3.0m

white-stemmed pondweed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Milfoil dominant along shore
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white waterlily
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Purple loosestrife
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Sparse milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, white-stemmed
pondweed
-Plant Species Present: Phragmites,
arrowhead
-Phragmites was native subspecies
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Sparse milfoil
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed, tapegrass,
common bladderwort
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, flat-stemmed pondweed,
white-stemmed pondweed, Canada
waterweed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: White waterlily,
nitella, quillwort, tapegrass
-Sparse plant growth
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
largeleaf pondweed, white-stemmed
pondweed
-Sparse plant growth
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed, white waterlily,
pickerel weed
-Milfoil dominant
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed
-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil,
white-stemmed pondweed, common rush,
pickerel weed
-mixed native/invasive dominant community
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51

-Main lake; W of island #2
-Depth: ~2-3.0m

-Plant Species Present: Eurasian watermilfoil
-Dense milfoil patch

Table 2: Coordinates for sites visited on Wollaston Lake

Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Longitude
44.849
44.848
44.84722
44.8472
44.84652
44.84327
44.84235
44.84208
44.84398
44.84242
44.83378
44.83285
44.82933
44.8281
44.82773
44.82737
44.82573
44.82558
44.82502
44.8245
44.8224
44.82367
44.82557
44.82613
44.8268
44.82885

Latitude
77.82713
77.82645
77.82985
77.83272
77.83333
77.83913
77.84085
77.8428
77.84863
77.84957
77.85572
77.85723
77.8567
77.85855
77.8597
77.85952
77.85582
77.85555
77.85495
77.8547
77.85303
77.85125
77.85218
77.85532
77.85648
77.85418

Site
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Longitude
44.83145
44.83475
44.83585
44.83677
44.83672
44.83575
44.83348
44.83332
44.83337
44.83335
44.83367
44.83227
44.8325
44.83178
44.83417
44.83678
44.83893
44.84035
44.84088
44.84365
44.85248
44.85077
44.84337
44.84177
44.84057

Latitude
77.85248
77.85312
77.85213
77.84992
77.84782
77.84628
77.84747
77.84618
77.84277
77.8421
77.84038
77.83988
77.83867
77.83578
77.83327
77.83092
77.82745
77.82548
77.82372
77.8192
77.81955
77.82297
77.82573
77.83277
77.8338

Aquatic Plants on Wollaston Lake
At each site on Wollaston Lake, a visual inspection of the aquatic plant
community was made based upon the habitat and species found growing there. An
extended plant-sampling rake was used to gather specimens, confirm identification and to
look for low growing, benthic species. For a portion of the field visit, light penetration in
Wollaston Lake was excellent, allowing for thorough inspection of aquatic plant
communities. In the afternoon, cloud cover and wind speed increased causing a decrease
in light penetration and plant visibility in Wollaston Lake. The large Eurasian
watermilfoil patches found growing around the lake had shoots growing close to the
surface and were still easy to spot under these conditions. I would recommend more
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intensive sampling methods to help in detecting rare species or to assess
diversity/abundance within a target area.
When looked at across the entire waterbody, aquatic plants occupy only a small
percentage of the total area of Wollaston Lake. In general, plant growth was only found
along a narrow ribbon following the shoreline and within shallow bays. The morphology
of parts of the lake (rocky shoreline and substrate, average lake depth greater than plant
maximum depth of colonization, steep shoreline to open water transitions, etc.) prevents
plant growth across the majority of sites. In some areas, however, both native and
invasive plant growth have become sufficiently abundant to impact swimming, boating
and shoreline enjoyment and have become a concern of shoreline residents. Areas on this
lake that had the highest levels of plant growth were characterized by: soft/organic
sediments, gradual shoreline-water transition zones, water depths below 3.5m and
proximity to wetland/marsh ecosystems.
In total, 26 species were identified during the August 18th site visit. Of those, only
two invasive plant species were detected: purple loosestrife and Eurasian watermilfoil.
Purple loosestrife was only found at one location, but Eurasian watermilfoil was found at
73% of the field sites and is one of the most abundant plants on Wollaston Lake
(followed by pondweeds). Presence of this species around the lake was mixed, with some
areas only containing sparse growth, while others held expansive Eurasian watermilfoil
beds. This species was especially dominant in Sites 1, 2, 6-9, 11, 15, 16, 19, 20, 30-34,
43, 44, 48, 51. In areas where milfoil growth was particularly heavy, there appeared to be
some evidence of herbivory from either the milfoil weevil and/or aquatic moths.
Although these insects are typically not found in high enough densities to actually
eradicate the species, the presence of these Eurasian watermilfoil specific herbivores may
help to naturally suppress the growth of this plant. Interviews with residents suggested
that this species was first detected around 2016, however the widespread distribution of
this plant around Wollaston Lake suggest this plant has been in the waterbody much
longer (~10 years).
The second invasive species found on Wollaston Lake was purple loosestrife.
This species was only detected at one site (Site 35) and only one plant was found at that
location. Although the prevalence of purple loosestrife has decreased dramatically since
the implementation of Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (OMNRF)
control programs, it is an aggressive, fast growing species and still poses risks to native
plant communities in the province on a local scale.
Another shoreline plant, phragmites, was detected at Site 38. In Ontario, there is
both a native and invasive subspecies of phragmites. The native plants are protected,
where as the invasive subspecies are approved for removal by the public. The native
phragmites (Phragmites australis subsp. americanus), typically grows in low-density
stands and will form diverse communities with other plant species. The invasive
phragmites (Phragmites australis subsp. australis), has high growth rates and is a very
aggressive colonizer, quickly replacing native vegetation with dense, monoculture
phragmites stands.
Since both subspecies of this plant can share similar traits and can be found within
the same area, differentiation between the two must be made using a combination of
morphological and ecological factors including: patch density, stem color, sheath
attachment and glume length. Although invasive phragmites can be identified in this
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manner with reasonable surety, genetic analysis of plant tissue is the only method that
will give 100% accuracy in subspecies classification. The phragmites patch at Site 38 was
studied in detail and it was identified as the native subspecies based upon its: density,
stem height, leaf color and stem color. Further confirmation of this subspecies could be
made based upon glume length and ligule width measurements. I would recommend
monitoring of shoreline areas around Wollaston Lake to locate additional phragmites
patches and to ensure that they are also the non-invasive subspecies.
Monitoring and Mapping Aquatic Plants
There are numerous ways in which to monitor/assess aquatic plant communities
depending upon the objectives of each particular study. On August 18th, we used a rapid
assessment method to gather baseline data about species presence at potential invasive
plant locations across the lake. To gather more detailed information about local plant
communities, systematically sample a specific area or to look for rare species, more
intensive sampling methods must be used. Two common strategies for thoroughly
monitoring aquatic plants with minimal sample bias are the point-intercept and linetransect methods.
The point-intercept method (Figure 3) requires the assessors to overlay a grid of
sample points (before entering the field) across the entire sample area and to use a GPS to
get from sample location to sample location. The line-transect method (Figure 4) is
arranged in the field and uses pre-measured ropes or tape measures to run guiding
sampling lines across the target area (typically arranged perpendicular/parallel to shore
throughout a patch). Plant samples are then taken at pre-determined locations along the
transect line.

Figure 3: Example of a point-intercept sampling layout for a plant bed
(green polygon) on Wollaston Lake
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Figure 4: Example of line-transect sampling layouts for plant beds (green polygons) on
Wollaston Lake with two different line arrangements

The number of sample points within a grid/along a transect line and the type of
plant sample collected at each site is dependent upon the original purpose of the plant
monitoring and the availability of equipment, personnel and time. For intensive sampling,
plant sample spacing in grids and along transect lines could range from between every 110m. This can be used for detailed assessments of plant biomass and community
dynamics and allows for increased detection of more uncommon species. For broader
scale and whole-lake assessments, this spacing may increase to between every 50-200m.
The type of plant sample collected at each sample point will affect the type of
information gathered about a particular plant population. Visual inspections of plant
communities from the surface or using an underwater camera can be used for rapid
assessments of plant species and general abundances. Plant specimens collected within a
defined sampling area (quadrat), using an extended rake or by hand, can be further
analyzed for quantitative data on plant biomass, stem density, plant diversity and
community dynamics. Quadrat sampling results in much more detailed results, but at the
cost of significantly slower collection time.
Both newly detected and historic plant beds can be mapped to provide yearly
estimates of individual patch size and to monitor distribution of a species of interest
within a waterbody. Several options exist for patch mapping based upon the available
equipment, expertise and desired mapping accuracy. In shallow water, patch size of small
vegetation communities can be mapped using only chest waders and a measuring tape.
Moderately accurate results over larger areas can be accomplished using either a handheld GPS or smartphone with a suitable mapping application. This is a quick method for
mapping individual patches and smaller areas, which also requires little specialized
knowledge or equipment to complete. Using either multiple waypoints or a GPS track
feature to record continuous information, follow the perimeter of a particular plant bed to
denote its outline. By uploading this information to a mapping program such as
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GoogleEarth or ArcGIS, the measure tool can be used to calculate the total area within
the tracked or waypoint marked site. Given that most basic hand-held GPS units have a
maximum accuracy of ~3m, expect that some of the variation in yearly patch size will be
due to the inaccuracy of satellite positioning and not natural patch expansion/contraction
alone. The accuracy of this method can also be increased by mapping plant beds on clear,
sunny days when aquatic plants can be most easily seen from the surface.
More detailed and accurate plant mapping can be conducted using hydroacoustic
echosounders and camera mounted drones capable of taking high resolution/near infrared
imagery (≤5cm/pixel). Using these methods, entire waterbodies can be mapped in a short
period of time and in much greater detail than using the GPS method. Since these
technologies require both expensive, specialized equipment and advanced knowledge of
its operation, these mapping options cannot be fully explored without hiring an expert,
third party mapping company to conduct on-site data collection. For example,
droneMetrics (based in Ottawa), has been using high resolution drones to precisely map
invasive plant populations throughout the Trent-Severn Waterway and can even use
imagery analysis to differentiate between both submerged and emergent plant species.
Regulations
Native and invasive aquatic plants can be managed by shoreline residents in
Ontario provided that they can meet all of the regulations set out in the Public Lands Act
and Ontario Reg. 239/18 Activities on Public and Shore Lands (1990). The use of
intensive treatment options such as suction dredging and herbicide applications, etc., have
additional permitting requirements and require specialized equipment and training to use
properly.
Shoreline property owners on Wollaston Lake are able to remove invasive aquatic
plants without a permit provided that they: only remove vegetation within the limits of
their property (Figure 5), use only manual and mechanical equipment, minimize
disturbance to native vegetation, dispose of all collected sediment and plant material on
dry-land to prevent potential species spread, only use wheeled/tracked machinery on dry
land or on a floating structure and only disturb vegetation in accordance with Ontario’s
In-water Work Timing Window Guidelines (removal permitted in southern Ontario
between July 16th and September 30th). If all of these conditions cannot be met by the
shoreline property owner, a work permit is required. Note: To be considered “invasive” a
species must be listed under Ontario’s Invasive Plant List
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Figure 5: Invasive aquatic plant removal area limits (Ontario, 2017)

Removal of native aquatic plants is much more heavily regulated than that of an
invasive species and is based upon a particular waterbodies’ location within Ontario. For
residents of Wollaston Lake, native aquatic vegetation cannot be removed at any time
without prior approval of a work permit.
Invasive Aquatic Plant Management
The main plant management priorities for the WLHCA are Wollaston Lake’s
numerous Eurasian watermilfoil populations. This species has become established within
much of the suitable habitat across the waterbody, including shoreline and off-shore
areas. The other observed invasive species, purple loosestrife, was only detected at one
site and I would recommend manual removal of this plant from that location.
Manual control of Eurasian watermilfoil on a small-scale can be accomplished
with little specialized training or equipment beyond a rake. Harvesting of plant biomass
will result in an immediate reduction in the abundance of a target species, but can
promote regrowth of plants by leaving behind root systems and by dislodging fragments
and propagules. Where safe to do so, getting in the water to gently free entire root
clusters by hand can reduce plant fragmentation and increase the effectiveness of the
treatment.
Larger scale methods, such as herbicide application and mechanical harvesting,
allow for whole-lake scale plant removal, but like raking, can promote regrowth and
require successive treatments (at a much greater cost). Installation of a benthic barrier
after harvesting or herbicide applications can to help slow the regeneration of plant
communities (and all life under the barrier), but require additional permitting before
using.
Ideally, control of Eurasian watermilfoil should be conducted before it naturally
releases plant fragments beginning in late summer/early fall. Removal of this plant at any
time of the year, however, will help to reduce its chance of spreading. Plan for
consecutive plant treatments throughout the growing season (at least twice per season), as
this has been shown to significantly reduce plant biomass for the following year.
Intensive management programs for Eurasian watermilfoil demonstrating concentrated
control efforts over a period of 1-3 years have, in some cases, resulted in severe decline
and near eradication of this species from target areas.
Since whole-lake management of Eurasian watermilfoil is oftentimes unrealistic
and beyond the scope of shoreline residents, plant treatments should first be focused in
areas with the greatest impact to property owners (docks, blocked swimming and boat
lanes) and that pose high risk for plant transmission such as: high-traffic boat channels
and boat ramps.
In general, invasive aquatic plant management is a multi-year commitment and in
some instances, becomes more a question of maintenance control than actual eradication.
Four key principals for maximizing plant removal efforts are to:
1) Remove newly detected invasive species ASAP before they can become
established
2) Remove plants before they can produce seeds, tubers, rhizomes, turions
etc. and deposit them into the sediment bank
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3) Target both above and below ground plant structures (stem, leaves and
roots)
4) Collect dislodged plant fragments to prevent them from recolonizing the
treatment area or spreading to new areas on the lake
Next Steps
Balanced aquatic plant communities can help to increase water clarity, dissolved
oxygen concentrations and act as important habitat for fish and macroinvertebrate
species. In excess, however, these same plants can deplete nutrients, cause fish-kills and
severely limit public use of a waterbody. Invasive species, like Eurasian watermilfoil, can
cause particularly rapid and negative impacts within lake ecosystems to occur.
Information regarding the distribution and abundance of these species throughout a
watershed can be extremely valuable to their prevention and management. Some potential
next steps for the WLHCA to increase their awareness and monitor invasive species in
Wollaston Lake are to:
1) Educate members of the WLHCA about aquatic plants, how to identify
them and differentiate between native and invasive species
2) Familiarize residents about the proper regulations for native and invasive
shoreline plant removal
3) Organize WLHCA members and volunteers to perform periodic
monitoring of the size/expansion of invasive plant patches listed in Table
1
4) Upload invasive species distribution information to EDDMapS Ontario
5) Install signage regarding invasive species around boat launching areas
6) Use buoys to mark Eurasian watermilfoil patches within high boat traffic
areas to limit plant disturbance and fragmentation
7) Host field-orientated workshops to help familiarize the public with
invasive species identification and habitats
8) Experiment with benthic barrier installation and native vegetation
plantings as complimentary treatment methods to manual raking for
Eurasian watermilfoil
Learning and Information Resources
1) List of plant species observed in Wollaston Lake on August 18th (* denotes
an invasive species)
Common Name
Eurasian watermilfoil*
Purple loosestrife*
Phragmites
Pickerel weed
Water-shield
White waterlily
Canada waterweed

Scientific Name
Myriophyllum spicatum
Lythrum salicaria
Phragmites australis subsp. americanus
Pontederia cordata
Brasenia schreberi
Nymphaea odorata
Elodea canadensis
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Coontail
Tapegrass
Water star-grass
White-water crowfoot
Flat-stemmed pondweed
Largeleaf pondweed
Slender pondweed
White-stemmed pondweed
Richardson’s pondweed
Common bladderwort
Water marigold
Yellow waterlily
Slender water-nymph
Chara
Nitella
Eleocharis
Common rush
Water smartweed
Arrow-head

Ceratophyllum demersum
Vallisneria americana
Zosterella dubia
Ranunculus longirostris
Potamogeton zosteriformus
Potamogeton amplifolius
Potamogeton pusillus
Potamogeton praelongus
Potamogeton richardsonii
Utricularia vulgaris
Megalondonta beckii
Nuphar variegata
Najas flexilis
Chara sp.
Nitella sp.
Eleocharis sp.
Juncus effusus
Persicaria amphibia
Sagittaria sp.

2) FOCA- Invasive Species Overview: https://foca.on.ca/invasive-species/
3) FOCA- A Shoreline Owner’s Guide to Invasive Species:
https://foca.on.ca/invasive-species-guide/
4) Ontario Invading Species Awareness Program- Eurasian watermilfoil:
http://www.invadingspecies.com/eurasian-water-milfoil/
5) Ontario Invading Species Awareness Program- Phragmites:
http://www.invadingspecies.com/invasive-phragmites/
6) Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry- Purple loosestrife
factsheet: https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documents/2681/stdprod104404.pdf
7) Early Detection and Distribution Mapping System Ontario (EDDMapS):
https://www.eddmaps.org/ontario/
8) Native vs. invasive phragmites identification
a. Ontario Phragmites Working Group:
http://www.opwg.ca/phragmites/native-vs-invasive/
b. Ontario’s Invading Species Awareness Program:
http://www.invadingspecies.com/invasive-phragmites/#bwg53/191
c. USDA Phragmites Field Guide:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_PLANTMATERIALS/pu
blications/idpmctn11494.pdf
d. Michigan State University:
https://mnfi.anr.msu.edu/phragmites/native-or-not.cfm
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e. The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station:
http://www.ct.gov/caes/lib/caes/documents/publications/fact_sheet
s/plant_pathology_and_ecology/phragmites-factsheet.pdf
9)

Regulations
a. Invasive Species Act: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s15022
b. Public Lands Act:
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/r13239#BK11
c. Pesticides Act: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90p11
d. Pest Control Products Act: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P9.01/
e. Ontario’s In-water Work Timing Window Guidelines:
https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documents/2579/stdprod109170.pdf
f. Removing Native Aquatic Plants:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/remove-native-aquatic-plants
g. Removing Invasive Aquatic Plants:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/remove-invasive-aquatic-plants
h. Aquatic Invasive Species List: https://www.ontario.ca/page/stopspread-invasive-species
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